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To Browning Ross,
who led me into longer running and published
my first writing
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FOREWORD
Joe Henderson and I have been running together for a long time, well over
half of our lives. We first lined up together at the 1967 Boston Marathon,
though we didn't know each other yet.
The following year I won at Boston, and Joe started writing his column for
Distance Running News (the precursor to Runner's World). He was also at
work on his first book, Long Slow Distance, in which he gave me a chance to
tell my personal story. Unfortunately, I was so busy logging more than 100
miles per week that I missed Joe's deadline. Somehow he coped with my
tardiness and figured out a way to fit my contribution into his book. Through
this experience, I learned something about Joe that I've witnessed many times
since. He's a man of great calmness and patience who will nevertheless
stretch any boundaries to fit the latest information into his books.
Joe edited Runner's World through the 1970s, and he assigned me my first
article for the magazine. This experience convinced me to give up my job as a
schoolteacher and to take the plunge into the running business full-time. In a
sense, Joe was my first boss. He then gave up editing to spend more time with
his first love, writing. And he writes voluminouslyin a daily journal, in letters
and e-mail messages by the dozens, in his magazine columns, newsletter, and
in books such as this.
I now sit in the chair he once occupied as Runner's World editor, which you
might say now makes me Joe's boss. But neither of us thinks of it that way.
We are teammates and have been for a long time. I've been reading his
writings for more than 30 years.
To my way of thinking, Joe's words and attitude have encouraged as many
runners as the best-selling authors Jim Fixx (who featured Joe in his first
book) and George Sheehan (whom Joe edited). I say "attitude" because Joe's
books have two equally important parts. First, of course, he conveys the kind
of information that runners need to know. Nobody knows more than Joe or
writes about it more clearly. But information is just information. It's an easyto-get commodity in this digital age. When I read Joe's
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work in the early 1970s, it was his attitude that impressed me most and
inspired me to more and better running. For me, the best part of his writing is
the way he expresses his love of running and his understanding that running is
a totally individualistic activity.
Joe will tell you how to run and even provide some reasons to run, but mainly
he'll tell you to run for whatever reason moves you. And he'll affirm that your
reasons, whatever they might be, are just as important as anyone else's. You
don't have to be chasing an Olympic gold medal. Find your own meaning, and
you'll find your own rewards.
As consistent as Joe's writing has been over the decades, it has also evolved.
He has gone from young editor of Runner's World to our senior columnist,
from fairly serious racer to relaxed older runner. He has aged yet has kept up
with running. This book reflects his latest thinking. It includes some of his
best writing yet. As you turn the pages, I'm sure you'll find yourself nodding
in agreement, thinking, "Yes, that's just the way I feel, too."
At his desk, Joe is a writer and editor. In these pages, you'll find him also to
be a friend and training partner. And you'll be glad to have him along with
you on runs.
AMBY BURFOOT
EDITOR, RUNNER'S WORLD
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INTRODUCTION:
BEST WORDS
John Steinbeck, my first writing hero, said he wasn't ready to write a book
until he could tell what it was about in one sentence. My requirement is even
tighter. I can't start until my book's theme can fit into the few words of a title.
Just two wordsBest Runsdraw this book's starting line, and the content hinges
on the first of them. Best needs some defining and explaining so I'll know
how to fill the book and you'll know what to expect from it. My dictionary's
first definition of that word is ''excelling all others." But I'm now more fond of
the second: "most productive of good or of advantage, utility or satisfaction."
Most runners start out by measuring their efforts against that first definition.
The best runs are those ending with the same final three letters as best:
farthest in distance and fastest in time, of course, but also the hardest effort,
the toughest courses, and the harshest weather.
Establishing and exceeding personal bests is important to runners still in their
improvement cycle. They need these -est mileposts as motivators and as
rewards. But this is a limiting way of defining best. We can't always and
forever take superlative runs.
Each new PR (personal record) makes the next one harder to set, and
improvement seldom extends more than 10 years. Then what keeps the runner
motivated and rewarded? Fortunately, there's that second definition of best. It
doesn't rely on "excelling all others" but on being the most satisfying in less
dramatic ways.
In the late 1970s I wrote a book titled Run Farther, Run Faster. I was in my
mid-30s then and, without yet knowing it, had just set my last personal-best
timea cheap one at a seldom-run event. My PR for longest distance ever
covered in a race was also relatively new then. That book defined best in the
way most runners did at the time. They judged it entirely by race results.
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Now it's the late 1990s, and I'm in my mid-50s. If my youngest PR were my
child, it would be old enough to take a legal drink. My running moves much
slower than it did 20 years ago, and for lesser distances. But as these runs purr
along quietly, they're in other ways the best they have ever been. What I lost
in speed and length, I've gained many times over from learning that most runs
can be "productive of good."
Best no longer means the ultimates that could only be found rarely. It has
come to mean the favorites that I can visit anytime. If you're still looking for
your ultimate runs, you might get some help here but will likely find more in
other books. I fill this one with the second type of best runs, and with my
favorite writings on this subject.
Best Runs resembles its Human Kinetics predecessor, Better Runs, in three
ways: in format (combining more than 100 short essays), in source (all written
originally as magazine and newsletter columns), and in name (with the two
titles intentionally sounding similar). But Best Runs differs in three other
ways: The material is all new (no piece appeared in the earlier book), it's more
personal in tone (I intend for you to see yourself in the stories written about
myself), and it's less about running farther and faster than about having the
best possible running experiences.
Best Runs passed through editing as I celebrated my 40th anniversary as a
runner. This book tells of ways to make running last longest, and that final est word ultimately means the most. Times may slow, distances may shrink,
old glories may fade. But the running itself goes on. I plan to run into the
indefinite future and hope you'll go along with me. Some of our best days lie
ahead.
JOE HENDERSON
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PART I
BEST WAYS

© Jack Gescheidt
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Chapter 1
Picking the Best Bets
Best is a slippery concept in running. The search for the best running systems is
endless because what's best for one person doesn't necessarily transfer for another,
and what's best for you today might not work later as your goals change.
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Fifty is Nifty
You're never too old or too experienced to learn (or relearn) running tricks. I'll
shower you with tips in this opening chapter, then we'll return later for longer
looks at these lessons. We start with a personal review I conducted a few
years ago. This wasn't just any day, but my birthday. It wasn't just any
birthday either, but my 50th.
Talk about ominous beginnings to a new half-century. l woke up shortly after
midnight with a cold taking a stranglehold on my throat. No run this day. A
few hours later I flipped on my computer to start the day's writing and the
screen stayed dark. The power had failed.
The morning-starting cup of hot tea went to work on my throat. A new power
line to my office replaced the one that shorted out. I was ready to contemplate
my half-century on this planet.
Turning 50 meant more than just reaching another calendar page. It was a
milepost that caused me to look back at the last decade marker and to judge
how far I'd traveled since then. You don't see this from one day to the next, or
even from one year to another. Only a more distant view can bring the details
of the journey into focus.
I was a better runner than on the last birthday that ended with a zero. Slower,
yes, but only the watch signals any such decline. Otherwise I was better in
health, better in energy, and better in overall fitness at 50 than at 40.
My running had slipped into a rut during my late 30s. The boundaries of my
racing had shrunk to little more than 5Ks to 1OKs. I'd retired from miles and
marathons. I ran the same short, slow, steady half-hours daily. And I mean
every day, in streaks that lasted as long as five years without a rest.
At age 40 I always ran in the same pair of shoes. I never did anything but run.
I neglected my upper body, inside and out. My diet was haphazard, and my
weight, cholesterol, and blood pressure had crept up. My arms and stomach
muscles had shriveled from lack of activity.
During my 40s the running became more varied and the fitness better
balanced. I wasn't too old or too experienced to learn (or relearn) these tricks:
Big day. Replaced one of the week's all-easy runs with a
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